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Unveiling the
Women’s Memorial
Monument
(L-R) Kevin Rebeck (MFL),
Michelle Gawronsky (MGEU)
and Dave Sauer (WLC) joined
the MFL women’s committee
to unveil a monument
dedicated to victims of
domestic violence, missing
and murdered Indigenous
women and girls, and the 14
women murdered at École
Polytechnique.

Letter from the President

Inside

Sisters and Brothers,

Premiers, labour meet in
Whitehorse (P. 3)

I am excited to share with you the first in a new series of quarterly
“President’s Reports” for members and affiliates.
It’s a chance for me to keep you in the loop on the work of your MFL
and to call on you to be a part of it – to help build an even stronger
labour movement in Manitoba.
A strong labour movement in Manitoba has fought for and won some of
the most progressive labour legislation in the country including recently,
the right to employment leave for victims of domestic violence.

Rebeck’s editorial on
Bill 7 (P. 5)
KEVIN REBECK

And now it’s more important than perhaps any other time in recent history, for our
movement to remain vigilant and focused.

A better CPP for all
Canadians (P. 7)

After the election, Brian Pallister’s government wasted no time in introducing Bill 7, a
plan to make it harder for everyday Manitobans to join a union by banning card check
certification. Make no mistake, lower unionization rates mean fewer protections for
Manitobans on the job.
Cont’d on Page 2
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MFL ACTION

Brian Pallister wants to make it harder
for Manitobans to join a union.

Letter cont’d
That’s why your MFL started a petition, created
an online educational campaign, published an
editorial in the Winnipeg Free Press and began
coordinating labour’s pushback. But we can’t
stop here. I’ll be reaching out to MFL affiliates
soon to help grow support for our petition
and register speakers for Public Committee
Hearings.
But it’s not just about how unions are certified,
Brian Pallister’s government is freezing the
minimum wage, prohibiting the use of Project
Labour Agreements on infrastructure projects,
cancelling child care expansion plans and
launching funding reviews of public services.

You can help say NO to Bill 7.
We know Bill 7 will only make it harder for workers to unionize their
workplace. That’s why the MFL is asking all affiliates to take action
now to oppose Bill 7.
There are four easy ways you can help:
1

Visit MFL.ca to sign our e-petition;

2

 alk to members about why allowing workers to freely declare
T
their support for a union by signing union cards matters;

3

 end us your experiences of anti-union employers interfering
S
in certification votes to add to our collection;

4

 egister to speak in opposition to Bill 7 at Public Committee
R
Hearings this fall by calling: 204-945-3636.

HAVE YOUR SAY:
Workers Compensation Act review

In June, the MFL Executive Council began to
tackle these issues at its quarterly meeting in
Brandon. We focused our efforts on reviewing
lessons learned from the provincial election and
on developing strategies and response teams
for dealing with the new Pallister government.
Where we can find common ground, we will
work collaboratively with the new government to
make life better for workers and all Manitobans.
And where there is disagreement, we will
demonstrate that working Manitobans are
united.
That’s why in the weeks and months ahead,
I’ll be reaching out to you for your help.
Together, we’ll ramp up our efforts and ensure
the new government knows we won’t tolerate
privatization, austerity and the watering-down of
regulations that keep workers and families safe.
The road ahead will be challenging, but a
strong, united labour movement can and will
ensure working people have a voice. It can’t
happen without you.
In solidarity,

The government has created a committee to review and make
recommendations on changes to the WCB Act.
The committee will be seeking public input and the MFL will
prepare Key Lobby Points to help affiliates participate and make
submissions.
With your support, we will defend the interests of injured workers
through a fair WCB system.

Kevin Rebeck
President, Manitoba Federation of Labour

To learn more visit, MFL.ca/wcb
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Thank you Sylvia!
After more than two decades as MFL
Executive Director, Sister Sylvia Farley
will retire in September.
Kevin Rebeck (MFL President) chairs a meeting of provincial and territorial federations of labour presidents.

Premiers, labour leaders meet in Whitehorse
In July, Canada’s Premiers met in Whitehorse for a regular meeting of the Council of
the Federation.
Chaired by MFL President Kevin Rebeck, leaders from provincial and territorial
federations of labour also gathered in parallel meetings to discuss common issues
and struggles and to press Canada’s Premiers to make vulnerable workers the focus
of their talks.
The labour movement has been at the forefront of the push to enhance the Canada
Pension Plan and after many years, Canadians will soon see progress. Manitoba
Premier Pallister has also reluctantly agreed to no longer oppose enhancements to
the CPP.
By increasing the minimum wage to $15 an hour, creating better protections and
paths to citizenship for temporary foreign workers, and improving Employment
Insurance, Canada’s Premiers and the federal government can show leadership for
vulnerable workers across the country.

We are all grateful for her passion,
dedication and many contributions to
our movement.
We wish Sylvia the very best in
retirement. And we’re pleased to have
Greg McFarlane carry on her work as
the new Executive Director.

Lobbying Ottawa
Over the last few months, the MFL
and President Kevin Rebeck have
been active on several important
issues that are overseen by the new
federal Liberal government.
• Opposing Air Canada’s elimination
of 400 good heavy maintenance
jobs in Winnipeg by presenting to
the House of Commons and Senate
Standing Committees on Bill C-10;
• Participating in the Canada Post
review, calling for reinvestment
of years of profits to develop
new revenue streams, like postal
banking, to protect jobs and keep
Canada Post strong;

Carol Grant (MFL Brandon VP) presents Brandon Folk
Festival with a contribution on behalf of the MFL.

The MFL was proud to join the celebration in support of
Steinbach’s first ever Pride March for Equality.

Celebrating our diversity and sharing our culture
MFL affiliates have worked together to support a number of important events in
Manitoba over the summer months including:
• Aboriginal Day Live at the Forks
• Winnipeg Pride
• Steinbach Pride
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• Brandon Pride
• Winnipeg Folk Festival
• Brandon Folk Festival

• Presenting concerns about the
Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) to
the Standing Committee on Trade;
• Engaging with federal and
provincial ministers to protect more
than 100 Manitoba manufacturing
jobs producing garments for Moose
Knuckles Canada; and
• Calling for a national ban on
asbestos, the leading cause of
workplace-related death in Canada.
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KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
Any Manitoban who’s experiencing domestic violence
now has the right to take leave from work and get
help, without fear of losing their job. It’s the law.
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* Regulations may be developed in the future to specify what type
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You can learn more at:

www.MFL.ca/leave
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On June 1, new domestic violence leave rights came
into effect, the first legislation of its kind in Canada.
The Manitoba Federation of Labour spearheaded the
campaign to press the former NDP government to take
action, entitling workers who are experiencing domestic
violence to take leave from work in order to get help,
without fear of losing their job.
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To help educate members and the public about this new
right for workers, the MFL created information materials
including a poster, a fact sheet and content online.

To get copies of Domestic Violence Leave information materials, call the MFL at 204-947-1400

Your MFL
table officers

Michelle
Gawronsky
Executive Council VP

(L-R) Anna Rothney (MFL staff), Kevin Rebeck (MFL President), Cathy Woods (MFL VP, Aboriginal Workers Caucus) and
Dave Sauer (MFL Area VP, Winnipeg) joined the picket line to support workers at Macdonald Youth Services.

Ken
Stuart
Executive Council VP

In solidarity
Solidarity is the cornerstone of our movement. That’s why when MGEU members
at Macdonald Youth Services went on strike on August 2nd, the MFL and affiliates
across the province stood up to show their support.
After two years without a contract, these workers were left without any options.
And the provincial government’s refusal to be a part of the solution may be a sign
of things to come.
The MFL and affiliates also came out in support of our Sisters and Brothers at
CUPW – including at a recent rally at Minister Jim Carr’s office – demanding that
Canada Post get to the table and engage in a meaningful negotiation process.

Jeff
Traeger
Secretary-Treasurer

Kevin
Rebeck
President

At the time of this writing, CUPW negotiators had reached a tentative agreement,
subject to ratification by more than 50,000 postal workers across Canada.
President’s Report // Summer 2016
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Tories reducing speed on road to unionization
By: Kevin Rebeck | As published in the Winnipeg Free Press | June 16, 2016

For many years now, Manitoba has avoided major
labour unrest and experienced relatively few strikes and
lockouts.
Manitoba’s stable labour-relations climate has been good
for working families and businesses alike and has helped
our economy grow. When deciding where to invest their
dollars, investors and site selectors look at labour peace
as a major economic advantage.
This labour peace hasn’t happened by accident. It has
been supported in our province by clear and fair rules,
which carefully and sensibly balance the interests of
workers and employers in the workplace.
But now, out of the blue, the Pallister government is
threatening to upset the apple cart by introducing Bill 7
(The Labour Relations Amendment Act), which changes
current rules to make it tougher for Manitobans to join a
union.
Fewer unionized workplaces will mean fewer working
families with fair wages and benefits, fewer champions
for workplace health and safety and fewer voices
speaking up for workers.
Bill 7 would end a long-standing practice of allowing
workplaces in which at least 65 per cent of employees
indicate their desire to join a union — by signing a union
card — to apply for fast-track certification.
This practice is in place in several jurisdictions across
the country and is designed to prevent employers
from interfering in the process through coercion or
intimidation.
In addition, there is always an independent review by the
Manitoba Labour Board to ensure union cards are valid
and that the law has been followed.

Why make these changes? What’s motivating the
provincial government?
A recent federal report may shed some light. Comparing
jurisdictions across the country, the former federal
department of Human Resources and Skill Development
(now called Employment and Social Development
Canada) concluded that where governments don’t allow
for fast-track certification by way of majority card signup,
unionization rates are lower.
But Bill 7 goes even further to undermine working
people — it explicitly removes protections against
intimidation and harassment. Bill 7 repeals the current
requirement for the Manitoba Labour Board to ensure
that “employees were not subject to intimidation, fraud,
coercion or threat and that their wishes for union
representation were expressed freely.”
The Pallister government’s plan to remove these
important protections is unjustifiable.
It’s often the case that workers decide to join a union
because they’re already feeling disrespected or
undervalued at work. That’s why it’s so important they
be protected from intimidation and harassment.
Our new government is clearly signalling a new era of
labour relations — one of imbalance, where the scales
are tipped against workers being able to exercise their
free and democratic right to join a union.
That’s not democracy. It’s unfair. And it’s not good for
Manitoba.
When a majority of workers freely sign union cards,
their wishes should be respected without intimidation,
harassment or unnecessary delays.

When at least 65 per cent of workers sign cards,
their democratic will is clear — they support joining a
union. In fact, Manitoba’s threshold is the highest of
all jurisdictions with this type of fast-track certification.
Ottawa is in the process of reversing changes brought in
by former Conservative prime minister Stephen Harper,
and restoring provision for a simple majority of 50 per
cent plus one, for employees in federally regulated
workplaces.
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Ken Stuart (MFL Executive Council VP) is shown some of the technology used by USW 6166 workers deep in the heart of the VALE mining operation in Thompson.

Table officers descend on Thompson
In June, MFL Table Officers visited Thompson to meet with
affiliates and discuss northern priorities. United Steel Workers
Local 6166 arranged a rare and fascinating tour of VALE’s
underground nickel mining operations. The Thompson Labour
Council hosted a great reception giving MFL President Kevin
Rebeck the chance to address and catch up with long-time

President’s Report // Summer 2016

labour activists and meet brothers and sisters who are new to
our movement.
Our sincerest thanks to USW Local 166 and the Thompson
Labour Council for their generosity and their solidarity.
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A better CPP for all Canadians
For several years, the Canadian Labour Congress, the MFL and our affiliates have
actively pressed the government to increase CPP benefits. The federal and provincial
finance minister have reached an agreement in principle that will be phased in over
7 years, starting in 2019.
This expansion will make a real difference in the lives of more than 11 million
Canadians without a workplace pension plan. It wil make a particular difference for
women, who experience higher rates of seniors’ poverty, and young people who will
see the full benefit of the phased-in expansion.

UNIONS,
UNIONS,
FIGHTING
FIGHTIN
FOR A FOR A G
BETTER
BETTE
CPP CPP R

I AM MFL
I AM M

FL

To help explain what an expanded CPP might mean for you, the CLC recently
calculated the impact that an expanded CPP would have on some typical Canadians.

Bank Employee

Electrician

Fitness Instructor

Amanda is a loan officer working in a

Kyle is an experienced electrician

Jayden is a 24-year-old fitness

bank in Victoria, the same bank she

living in Squamish, BC, and working

instructor. He combines several part-

has worked in since graduating with

for a company that manufactures and

time jobs at fitness centres around

a Bachelor of Commerce from the

installs green home heating and cooling

Mississauga and Etobicoke. His income

University of Victoria. Her 2016 earnings

systems in the Lower Mainland. In 2016,

fluctuates, but in a typical year he

will be $50,000, close to the average

he’ll earn $65,000, significantly more

brings in about $27,500, roughly half the

wage.

than the ceiling on earnings covered by

average wage.

With this level of income, Amanda could

the current CPP ($54,900).

At his current income level, Jayden

have expected to receive an annual

Earning this level of income over a

was on track to retire after a working

CPP retirement benefit of roughly

working lifetime, Kyle could expect to

lifetime with a CPP benefit of about

$1,000 a month. With the enhanced

receive the maximum CPP retirement

$480 a month. With the planned

CPP benefit, Amanda can look forward

benefit: about $1,100 a month. With the

benefit increase, Jayden will receive

to about $1,310 per month.

new and improved CPP, all of Kyle’s

an additional $150 a month in CPP

earnings will go toward saving for a

retirement benefits, giving him a total

higher CPP retirement benefit. Instead

CPP income of $7,585 a year, or about

of the $1,100 monthly maximum benefit

$630 a month.

In addition to the $2,300 a year that
Amanda currently saves through the
CPP (matched by her employer), she
will save an additional $510 each
year through the enhanced CPP. This
additional contribution will be taxdeductible.

Kyle could have hoped to receive, he
will take home approximately $1,470 a
month, an increase of almost $380.

This year, Jayden will contribute about
$1,190 to the CPP. With the changes
agreed to, Jayden will contribute another

In 2016, Kyle will contribute the

$265 annually. In addition to the tax

maximum to CPP: about $2,545. With

credits Jayden already receives for his

the changes made to CPP, Kyle will

CPP contributions, the additional $265

put more aside for retirement through

in contributions will be tax-deductible,

the CPP. In 2016 terms, he will save an

reducing Jayden’s net income when he

additional $950 a year, for a total CPP

files his income tax return.

contribution of just under $3,500 a
year (matched equally by his employer).
Kyle’s additional contribution will be
tax-deductible when he files his income
tax return.
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CONFERENCE

Manitoba Federation of Labour

Annual Health & Safety Conference
October 27 – 28, 2016 // The Pas, Manitoba
What it’s all about.
Our workplaces play an important role in maintaining positive mental health, but they can also be a source of stress and
irritation, contributing to mental health problems and illness. No workplace is immune from these risks, and unions have
led the charge to expand the definition of occupational health & safety beyond just the physical.
This year’s MFL Health and Safety Conference will highlight the importance of including psychological health in
workplace health & safety strategies.

Early bird registration

Regular registration

Deadline: Monday September 19, 2016

Deadline: Friday September 30, 2016 (No exceptions)

Fee:

Winnipeg and Southern region – $225
North of 53º – $150

Fee:

Winnipeg and Southern region – $275
North of 53º – $175

For more information, contact Anna Rothney at 204-953-2563 or ARothney@MFL.mb.ca

